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How does the treatment feel?
You will feel some pressure and heat. The treatment 

is typically tolerated with topical anesthetics. Your 

practitioner will work with you to find and improve 

your comfort level.

How long is a treatment and its downtime?
Depending on the area treated, it can take as little 

as 15 minutes and up to an hour. There is an initial 

pinkness and swelling which typically subsides after 

24-36 hours. It may take up to a week for this 

to completely resolve.

How long before I see results?
Results may vary, but you should see some changes 

soon after the procedure. As your body rebuilds 

collagen, gradual improvements occur over the next 

six months.

How many treatments will I need?
Your practitioner will discuss your goals, which will 

determine the length and number of treatments. 

Dramatic results may require multiple treatments. 

Typically 2-3 treatments give optimal results.
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RESULTS MAY VARY.

THAT’S

“I have received a ton of compliments… 
My face and jawline improved dramatically, 
and I am extremely happy with my results!” 

— PATIENT G.P.

SEE GENIUS FOR YOURSELF!
GENIUSFOR.ME
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WHAT IS GENIUS?
THE SMARTER WAY TO 

REJUVENATE AGING SKIN { }
Finally, a way to look refreshed 

and renewed without having to 

worry about downtime!

Long-lasting results.
Unlike some other procedures, Genius helps stimulate 

your own body into action. Therefore, results may last 

for years. 

Genius treatments help provide lasting unparalleled 

outcomes with Intelligent RF (Radio Frequency) 

technology, delivering thermal energy through 

micro-needles into the dermis. The goal is to 

stimulate collagen production for impressive and 

long-lasting results. Achieve youthful skin without 

the surgical downtime.

The system senses the quality of your skin, and 

treatment can be adjusted for a great outcome. 

Genius is the smarter way to treat your skin, and it’s 

only available from Lutronic.

Lutronic Genius uses unique and intelligent technology 

to help protect the top layers of the skin while 

providing real-time feedback during the procedure. 

This allows for treatments on all skin types and colors, 

including tanned skin. By delivering customized energy 

precisely to the dermis, it creates a micro-injury to 

jump-start your body’s natural healing process for firm 

and renewed skin.

— S. WEINER, MD

“Genius allows me to provide patients with precise and 

customized treatments with less pain. My patients love their 

dramatic, long-lasting results and the quick recovery makes 

the procedure easily tolerated. I love that I can treat skin of 

all colors and target skin anywhere on the body.” 

Energy delivered by Genius helps 
stimulate growth of collagen and elastin 

to improve surface texture.
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Genius can treat anywhere on the body. 
Contact your practitioner to find the right treatment for you.


